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Stage Coaching
by Patrick Cone
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The snowbanks have melted and it’s springtime again
in Park City. Sales signs are blossoming like daffodils all
along our streets. Every seller is hopeful and optimistic
that they’ll sell fast, for more than the asking price, and
be able to move on. But what can you do to make that
happen? How can you stack the odds in your favor? The
difference can often be in what’s called "home staging."
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Saying what shouldn’t need to be said, when you put
your home on the market, you’re going to need to ﬁx
it, clean it, and keep it that way until it sells. That might
mean a few gallons of neutral paint, some soft lighting,
clean carpets, and removing most of your possessions
can mean the difference between a fast sale, or no sale.
It also means doing a deep clean that would make your
mother proud.
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But as you sell, and live in the home,
life will be different. You may have
raised your kids here, cycled through
pets, and made the place cozy and
comfortable, but to make a sale you’ll
need to pare down. You’ll try to show
the potential for new families and lives
in the home, not show off yours. So,
whether you’re downsizing, upgrading,
or pulling up stakes after you’ve put
down roots, making the right presentation to potential buyers is essential.
So how do you go about ﬁxing up
your home? After all it will be a showcase for the parade of agents that will
be breezing through with their clients
in tow. You want someone to fall in
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love with the house.
What makes a good impression? You
want the buyers to focus on the house,
not your possessions, cleaning habits,
or reading material.
What sorts of things will turn a buyer
off? Perhaps it’s time to deal with that
smell that you haven’t been able to
track down. And what can you do as
the homeowner to make it look great,
that leads to a quicker sale, and better
offers? There’s plenty you can do yourself, get some advice, or even hire a
professional to stage the house.
The simplest thing to do is declutter. You’re moving, anyway, right? So

wouldn’t now be a good time to donate old items, move things into storage, or just plain throw things out? The
next three steps are hard but simple:
clean, clean, clean.
Louise Holland of Park City Home
Stagers, says, “It should be like going
into a nice hotel room.” That means
good lighting, few objects, nice furniture and super immaculate. But once
clean, “It’s the homeowner’s responsibility to keep it nice for showing,” she
says.
You’ll want to show off the things
about the house that attracted you
to it in the ﬁrst place too. Move the
couches away from in front of the high
stone ﬁreplace. Don’t block views of
the mountains through the windows.
Think of your home in terms of view
corridors, and movement in the space.
Staging combines psychology, showmanship, and theatre to impress a client. There are great lists of things you
as the homeowner can do to stage
your own place. And, while you can doit-yourself, there are professionals who
are willing help. They’ll look at your
home with a buyer’s eyes. Their consultation might seem brutally honest,
but their only desire is to help you sell
your home, not judge your lives. Holland is sensitive to the homeowner’s
attachment to their possessions, and
packing away their treasures can be
distressing. “But, this isn’t personal,”
says Holland. “I’m not there to judge.”
If it’s hopeless, then you’ll be selling as
a ﬁxer-upper.
For instance, if your refrigerator is
covered with political cartoons and
comments, it’s a pretty good bet that
you’ll offend half the buyers. If you’re
too attached to the almost-artlike painting on the wall, it’ll be time to pack that
away for the move as well. Buyers
will be opening closets and medicine
cabinets, and looking in places you’ve
never even looked.
Professional stagers will make a list
of suggestions after surveying your
home.....a very, very precise list. And
the good news is, more often than not
your real estate agent will pay their bill.
They know that a staged home consistently sells for more and sells quicker.
That’s a pretty good incentive.
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Sandra Racz has been staging Park
City’s homes for the past dozen years;
“It’s about buyers making an emotional connection to a home.” She
adds, “Only 10 percent of the population can visualize things. Smells can
be one immediate thing to put buyers
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off a home. Pet odors, musty, moldy,
or food smells have to be neutralized. Some stagers will use smells of
cookies, herbs, and even popcorn to
make it seem more welcoming.
How speciﬁc will the staging list
be? Take the case of John and Kristin Russell’s recent home sale, after
three kids and 20 years in the home.
Kelley Rogers of KR Home Staging
and Design came to their rescue.
“Kelley gave us a point-by-point list
on what to do, and we did as much
as we could ourselves,” says Kristin.
“It was a three week process,” she
says. “We rented two pods for storr
age and took out two-thirds of our
stuff. It made the home look huge!”
And, did it help? The Russells ﬁnished their work on a Wednesday,
had photographs online by Thursday,
and had a cash offer (over what their
Realtor told them to expect) by Sunday. “And the move was so much
easier,” she adds. “We were already
packed.” Rogers says they were suc-

cessful, “because they totally did everything on the list and it paid off.”
The 51-item list included things like:
“clean light switch plates,” “repair
the wall damage in the closet”, and
“prune your overgrown bushes.”

impression of the home,” she says,
“It’s totally different trying to market
your home to the widest range of
buyers...We want people to notice
the home not the decorating.”

They packed away their personal
photos, had their carpets and windows professionally cleaned, and put
away their skis and winter clothing.
They went through the list methodically. They were able to emotionally
detach themselves from the house.
Then Rogers rearranged furniture,
rehung artwork to focus a buyers attention on the selling features of each
room, and even placed vases on tables, and cutting boards on counters.

Watching her and assistant Crystal
Hoogeveen at work in a very large
home recently, it was evident that
they knew exactly what to do, and
did it quickly and with lots of musclepower. The living room was opened
up by rearranging couches and storr
ing chairs. In the study graduation
and wedding photos were boxed.
Green plants were added for accents
in the kitchen, and windows were
unblocked to let visitors walk up to
them.

“Staging deﬁnitely works,” says
Kelley, who has worked as a designer
for the past 18 years. It’s about knowing what buyers are interested in seeing. “What might make a home comfortable - overstuffed chairs in front of
the ﬁreplace, a dog bed, leafy plants
- isn’t what makes a buyer interested, “ says Rogers. “It’s the overall

“Buyers will notice every ﬂaw in
a house,” says Kelley. The trick is to
reduce the ﬂaws, show off the features, and let the home sell itself.
It’s a bit like like detailing a car. After
all, when you saw your future home,
something grabbed your attention,
and made you commit to a future
there.

KELLEY ROGERS
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ŚŽŵĞ ƚŚĞǇ ĂůƐŽ ƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞ ŝƚ ĂƐ ďĞŝŶŐ
ǁĞůů ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶĞĚ ŵĞĐŚĂŶŝĐĂůůǇ͘

TIPS

Kelley Rogers of KR Home
Staging & Design says:
ϭ͘DĂŬĞĂŐƌĞĂƚĮƌƐƚŝŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶ͘
dŚĂƚ ĮƌƐƚ ŝŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ
ƐƚƌĞĞƚ ĐĂŶ ŵĂŬĞ Žƌ ďƌĞĂŬ Ă ďƵǇĞƌƐ
ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ ŝŶ ƌĞƋƵĞƐƟŶŐ Ă ƐŚŽǁŝŶŐ Žƌ
ĂƩĞŶĚŝŶŐ ĂŶ ŽƉĞŶ ŚŽƵƐĞ͘ DĂŬĞ
ďƵǇĞƌƐ ĨĂůů ŝŶ ůŽǀĞ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ĐƵƌď ĂŶĚ
ůĞĂǀĞ ƚŚĞŵ ǁĂŶƟŶŐ ƚŽ ƐĞĞ ŵŽƌĞ͊
ĚĚ ƉŽƩĞĚ ƉůĂŶƚƐ ĂŶĚ ŇŽǁĞƌƐ ŶĞĂƌ
ƚŚĞ ĨƌŽŶƚ ĞŶƚƌǇ͕ ƉŽǁĞƌ ǁĂƐŚ ƉĂƟŽƐ
ĂŶĚ ǁĂůŬǁĂǇƐ͕ ƌĞŵŽǀĞ ǁĞĞĚƐ ĨƌŽŵ
ƚŚĞ ŐĂƌĚĞŶ ďĞĚƐ͕ ŵŽǁ ĂŶĚ ĞĚŐĞ
ǇŽƵƌ ůĂǁŶ ĂŶĚ ǁĂƐŚ ǁŝŶĚŽǁƐ ĂŶĚ
ƐĐƌĞĞŶƐ͘
Ϯ͘ůĞĂŶĂŶĚŵŽǀĞͲŝŶƌĞĂĚǇ͘ ǀĞƌǇ
ďƵǇĞƌ ŶŽƟĐĞƐ ĂŶĚ ĂƉƉƌĞĐŝĂƚĞƐ ĂŶ
ŝŵŵĂĐƵůĂƚĞůǇ ĐůĞĂŶ ĂŶĚ ŵŽǀĞͲŝŶ
ƌĞĂĚǇ ŚŽŵĞ͘ dŚĞ ƵƉƐŝĚĞ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ
ƉƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐǇ ŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǁŚĞŶ ďƵǇĞƌƐ
ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ Ă ĐůĞĂŶ ĂŶĚ ŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞĚ
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ϯ͘dĂŬĞĐĂƌĞŽĨƌĞƉĂŝƌƐĂŶĚŵĂŝŶͲ
ƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ͘ This may sound obvious
buƚ / am oŌĞn suƌƉƌisĞd ǁiƚh hoǁ
many sĞůůĞƌs miss ƚhis onĞ͘ Eo onĞ
Ŭnoǁs youƌ homĞ bĞƩĞƌ ƚhan you
do͘ /Ĩ you Ŭnoǁ oĨ a ůĞaŬy ĨauĐĞƚ
oƌ bƌoŬĞn basĞboaƌd ũusƚ ƚaŬĞ ĐaƌĞ
oĨ iƚ noǁ͘
ϰ͘ZĞŵŽǀĞĚŝƐƚƌĂĐƟŽŶƐ͘ Many
ƉĞoƉůĞ havĞ hĞaƌd ƚhĞ ƚĞƌms͕
dĞͲĐůuƩĞƌ and dĞͲƉĞƌsonaůiǌĞ͕
and ĨĞǁ ƚhinŐs dĞƚĞƌ buyĞƌs moƌĞ
ƚhan a ĐůuƩĞƌĞd homĞ͘ WoƚĞnƟaů
buyĞƌs aƌĞ ƌĞaůůy onůy inƚĞƌĞsƚĞd
in sĞĞinŐ youƌ homĞ and noƚ youƌ
sƚuī͘ ǆĐĞssivĞ ƉĞƌsonaů iƚĞms ůiŬĞ
Ĩamiůy Ɖhoƚos͕ ƉĞƌsonaů aǁaƌds͕
ĞůĞĐƚƌoniĐs and ĐoůůĞĐƟbůĞs moƌĞ
oŌĞn ƚhan noƚ disƚƌaĐƚ buyĞƌs and
maŬĞ iƚ diĸĐuůƚ ƚo sĞĞ Ɖasƚ youƌ
ƉĞƌsonaů sƚyůĞ͘ zouƌ obũĞĐƟvĞ is ƚo
Ğdiƚ ƚo a Ɖoinƚ ǁhĞƌĞ youƌ homĞ
ǁiůů aƉƉĞaů ƚo ƚhĞ bƌoadĞsƚ ƌanŐĞ oĨ
buyĞƌs ƉossibůĞ and aůůoǁ buyĞƌs
ƚo imaŐinĞ ƚhĞmsĞůvĞs ůivinŐ hĞƌĞ͘
 ƉƌoĨĞssionaů homĞ sƚaŐĞƌ Đan
hĞůƉ a sĞůůĞƌ ƚo sƚƌaƚĞŐiĐaůůy ŐuidĞ a
buyĞƌ͛s ĞyĞ ƚo ƚhĞ sĞůůinŐ ĨĞaƚuƌĞs
oĨ ĞaĐh ƌoom and Ğdiƚ ƚhĞ ĞǆĐĞss

ƚhaƚ ǁoƌŬs aŐainsƚ a saůĞ͘
ϱ͘&ƌĞƐŚƉĂŝŶƚ͘ &ƌĞsh Ɖainƚ in a
nĞuƚƌaů Đoůoƌ is aůǁays onĞ oĨ ƚhĞ
mosƚ ĞĐonomiĐaů ǁays ƚo ĨƌĞshĞn
uƉ a duůů oƌ daƚĞd ƌoom͘
ϲ͘ŽŶ͛ƚĨŽƌŐĞƚƚŽůŽŽŬĚŽǁŶ͘
&ůooƌs in WaƌŬ iƚy aůǁays ƚaŬĞ a
bĞaƟnŐ and iĨ you havĞ ƉĞƚs and
Ŭids ƚhĞy havĞ ƚaŬĞn ƚhĞiƌ ƚoůů Ĩoƌ
suƌĞ͘ uyĞƌs aůǁays noƟĐĞ and
ĐommĞnƚ on ŇooƌinŐ ǁhĞƚhĞƌ iƚ
is sƚonĞ͕ haƌdǁood oƌ ĐaƌƉĞƟnŐ͘
,avĞ youƌ ĐaƌƉĞƚs ƉƌoĨĞssionͲ
aůůy ĐůĞanĞd ƚo ƌĞmovĞ sƚains and
odoƌs͘ ,avĞ youƌ haƌd ǁood Ňooƌs
ĐůĞanĞd and ƉoůishĞd and don͛ƚ
ĨoƌŐĞƚ aůů ƚhĞ basĞboaƌds͘ ZĞmovĞ
aůů ƚhosĞ ůiƩůĞ aƌĞa ƌuŐs ƚo ƌĞvĞaů
youƌ homĞs sƚonĞ and ƟůĞ in ƚhĞ
baƚhƌooms and ŬiƚĐhĞn͘
ϳ͘KƵƚĚŽŽƌůŝǀŝŶŐ͘ Kuƚdooƌ ůivinŐ
sƉaĐĞs aƌĞ hiŐh on ƚhĞ ůisƚ Ĩoƌ
buyĞƌs in ƚhĞ WaƌŬ iƚy aƌĞa͘ MaŬĞ
suƌĞ ƚo shoǁĐasĞ ƚhĞm Ͳ ǁhĞƚhĞƌ
iƚ is a smaůů ƉaƟo oƌ an ĞǆƉansivĞ
dĞĐŬ ʹ aůů ouƚdooƌ sƉaĐĞs Đan bĞ
sƚaŐĞd ƚo shoǁ buyĞƌs ƚhis adͲ
diƟonaů ůivinŐ sƉaĐĞ͘
ϴ͘&ƵƌŶŝƚƵƌĞĂƌƌĂŶŐĞŵĞŶƚ͘ thĞn
iƚ ĐomĞs ƚo shoǁĐasinŐ youƌ ůivinŐ

sƉaĐĞs͕ ĨuƌniƚuƌĞ Ɖůays a ŬĞy ƌoůĞ͘
Too muĐh ĨuƌniƚuƌĞ Đan maŬĞ youƌ
ƌooms aƉƉĞaƌ smaůů and ĐůuƩĞƌĞd͘
Kůd͕ ǁoƌn and ouƚdaƚĞd ĨuƌniƚuƌĞ
nĞvĞƌ aƉƉĞaůs ƚo buyĞƌs ĞiƚhĞƌ͘ 
ƉƌoĨĞssionaů sƚaŐĞƌ Đan hĞůƉ ƚo ƌĞͲ
aƌƌanŐĞ ĨuƌniƚuƌĞ ƚo shoǁ oī ƚhĞ
ƌooms assĞƚs͕ ĐƌĞaƚĞ dĞsiƌĞd Ňoǁ͕
and ĨoĐus on ƚhĞ sĞůůinŐ ĨĞaƚuƌĞs͘
ϵ͘tŽŶĚĞƌĨƵůǁŽŽĚ͘ ,omĞs in ƚhis
aƌĞa ĨĞaƚuƌĞ ůoƚs and ůoƚs oĨ ǁood
ǁhiĐh buyĞƌs ůovĞ͘ TaŬĞ ƚhĞ ƟmĞ
ƚo ĐůĞan aůů ǁood suƌĨaĐĞs ǁiƚh a
Őood ǁood soaƉ suĐh as MuƌƉhy͛s
oiů soaƉ and ƚhĞn ŐivĞ ƚhĞ ǁood a
ĐondiƟoninŐ ƚƌĞaƚmĞnƚ ǁiƚh ǁood
Ɖoůish oƌ oiů͘ zouƌ ŬiƚĐhĞn ĐabinĞƚs
and baƚhƌoom dooƌs ǁiůů ůooŬ
bƌand nĞǁ aŐain͘
ϭϬ͘WĂĐŬŝƚŶŽǁ͊ zou aƌĞ movinŐ
anyǁay ʹ isn͛ƚ ƚhaƚ ƚhĞ ǁhoůĞ idĞa
hĞƌĞ͍ WaĐŬ uƉ youƌ sƚuī͗ ĐůĞan ouƚ
youƌ ĐůosĞƚs͘ WaĐŬ uƉ aůů youƌ ǁinͲ
ƚĞƌ ĐůoƚhinŐ and booƚs ;/ƚ͛s summĞƌ
noǁ anyǁayͿ͕ Ğǆƚƌa Đoaƚs͕ ůinĞns͕
bůanŬĞƚs͕ ƚoys͕ ĞƚĐ͘ ThĞ moƌĞ you
havĞ ƉaĐŬĞd uƉ noǁ ƚhĞ ůĞss you
ǁiůů havĞ ƚo dĞaů ǁiƚh ůaƚĞƌ and
you ǁiůů aůso bĞ maŬinŐ iƚ so muĐh
ĞasiĞƌ ƚo mainƚain youƌ sƚƌĞamͲ
ůinĞd homĞ Ĩoƌ shoǁinŐs͘
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